Synopsis

This book offers you comprehensive, information on using the new version of Access. Not only updated for the latest version, new chapters have been added on application automation with Access macros and collaboration with Microsoft SharePoint Team Server, both of which are hot topics. All chapters are updated for the transition from Jet to the new Access database engine. Detailed, step-by-step instructions with icons guide you through Access through table design, data addition, importing data from external sources, query design and execution, and designing data entry forms and printed reports.
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"Special Edition Using Microsoft Office Access 2007" by Roger Jennings is an adequate Reference Manual for getting up to speed with the many new features of the product. However, as someone who is an experienced Access developer, I was somewhat disappointed with the depth of knowledge. It had very little VBA reference and few code examples. I would have liked to see a little more insight into collection objects and how to use the attributes and methods. The index was too sparse. Several things that I looked up in the index were not there only to find information later when...
reading more in depth. I’d say this book caters more to your super user than a developer. It would be good for getting up to speed quickly but lacks the proper depth to make solid applications.

This is the book needed for (USING ACCESS) it states that on the cover... It is a very good in depth, quality (user-friendly) information provider Access 2007 has changed all the rules. Today a simiskilled Access user, can now in very little time, armed with this book, build, complete or modify complete Access data bases. Building indepth data structures for custom applications is a snap by sprinboarding off already created templates and then modifying queries, adding operators and expressions for detailed multilevel structured reports. Get (Microsoft Office Access 2007 templates (Zac Woodall) Zac climbs the ladder of Access Template creation and modifications)) The new well explained Infopath intergration capabilities are just awesome, we are getting closer to complete intergration of MS Office without a single line of code, and that should be the goal.. The Dashboard building capability for Access, brings to life the ability of Access to create custom applications; endless professional looking designs, without the need for coding. Programing is less than 100 pages, again the title is USING ACCESS The MS Access Team and Roger Jennings are bringing this already user frendly Data Base application to a new level with little or no VBA needed.. The book is packed with info, so get out your markers and tabs.

I do not care for this book. I spend more time searching and guessing topics instead of actually learning the basics of the program. Admittedly, I am rusty at Access but I expected to be further along in my progress than where I am at? The layout and content is one of the least helpful study guides that I have ever used. This book is not recommend due to the following: Too much time looking through information I do not want Too much time searching for things that I need Lack of personal progress Very heavy and bulky book

I have to assume this is a good book but I am not going to page through this book page by page to find material. The table of contents is not linked to the contents of the book. As a reference book the user needs to be able to go to specific parts of the book in an efficient manner. This book does not allow it.

I’ve used earlier editions of Jennings’ Access Special Editions before and as usual find them packed with useful information and well structured for learning about the product. Sometimes I wish there was a manual that covered the top 25 things that most everyone needs to know to use Access in
three chapters and a good index to find the details and in-depth usage in a separate 30 chapter section. This book has just gotten so very large that I can use it as a free weight instead of going to the gym. Seriously though, my main complaint, as in previous editions is the index. Individual commands are not listed or referenced as such, you have to know where they are used as a group and maybe then you can find them. I have to add a separate index of my own when I finally find what I’m looking for. (Try to find It sometime.)
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